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What Anaplan gives us:

  A single version of the truth for all 

of our planning information

  Collaborative working throughout 

all areas of the business

  Real time tracking of availability, 

project status and project 

allocations

  What-if scenarios on sales 

pipeline, recruitment and  

cash flow

    Connected planning across 

our sales and delivery function 

including integration with  

multiple external system such  

as Salesforce, QuickBooks  

and Replicon

   Post project analysis and tracking  

for Customer Health

How Anaplan helps us make decisions quicker:

Anaplan allows us to connect the various functional areas of the business – Sales, 

Finance, HR and Delivery in a single system with a single version of the truth for all 

decisions. Previously our data sat across multiple disparate systems, Sales Pipeline 

in Salesforce, Timesheets and Annual Leave in Replicon, HR details and salaries 

in our HR system and our financial data in QuickBooks. All of these data sets had 

separate owners and were run by different parts of the business. Now, with Bedford 

on Anaplan, we have all of this data connected and in real time we can manipulate 

key metrics such as Average Day Rate, Utilisation % and Deal Weightings to give us 

an accurate picture of resource capacity, revenue and ultimately bottom line EBITDA 

and cash flow. We make decisions instantly as we can run immediate reforecasts as 

we sit in functional meetings or even at monthly board meetings. 
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"
As a consulting business  
our people are our main 
asset and allowing us to 

maximise our utilisation has 
been a huge benefit.

How Anaplan has helped us to maximise 
our resource:

As a consulting business our people are our main asset  

and allowing us to maximise our utilisation has been a huge 

benefit of Bedford on Anaplan. We can clearly see, bookings 

by individual person by day, see how they are tracking 

against our internal YTD targets and reallocate any white 

space to client work or internal business development. We 

can also integrate our hiring plans, to see what affect our 

ramping periods have and when that extra capacity will 

be available to our customers, this allows our Customer 

Success Director to accurately predict any bottle necks  

and to shuffle resourcing where required. What do we do with Anaplan?

Customer Success/Delivery

• Project Tracking

• Project Status Reporting

• Resource Availability

• Resource Utilisation

• Hiring Plans

• Customer Health

• Bench Time Tracking

Marketing 

• Campaign Performance 

Monitoring

• Spend vs Budget Tracking

• Actuals to Invoice Matching

Finance

• Accounts Payable

• Cash Collection & Debtor  

Book Reporting

• Multi-entity and Multi-currency 

Management Accounts

• Cash Flow Forecasting

• System reconciliation –  

Time Sheet vs Accounting 

System

HR

• Hiring Plans

• Recruitment modelling

• Approval process

• Holiday tracking

Sales

• Pipeline Tracking

• MQL & SQL Analysis

• Budget Tracking and Allocation

• Incentive Compensation 

Management
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About Bedford Consulting

Bedford Consulting is an Anaplan 

reseller and 2019 Anaplan Partner 

of the year for EMEA, specialising 

in project implementation, software 

sales and connected planning.

We believe passionately that 

the software we use should 

empower organisations to plan in 

a truly connected way, reducing 

time spent on data collation and 

preparation and enabling faster, 

connected decisions across  

the organisation.

EMEA HQ 

67 Wingate Square, 

Clapham, 

London, 

SW4 0AF 

  bedfordconsulting.com

  info@bedfordconsulting.com      

TWITTER  @Bedford_Consult     

linkedin  @Bedford Consulting      

Benefits:

Since implementing Anaplan we have seen an increase in 

utilisation by 5% and an increase in average day rates by 

8%. Greater visibility into the availability and allocation of 

resources and into the client profitability allows us to push 

up both our average day rates and our utilisation figures in 

a managed way. 

We removed 3 days per month of manual processing, 

moving data around, preparation of numbers for 

management packs and board meetings. We now have 

a central repository for all of our data allowing seamless 

access for employees right up to board members to see 

their various areas of responsibility. 

Our Anaplan Solution for  
Professional Services:

The solution we’ve built for Professional Services allows 

customers to quickly and easily implement Anaplan on top 

of their existing core transactional systems. The solution 

covers all of the areas outlined above across Delivery, 

Sales, Finance & HR and provides Professional Services 

Firms with a single solution to manage all of their planning 

and reporting needs. This solution has been developed 

using the collective experience of over 300 Anaplan 

projects across 7 years and with our unique insight into 

how Professional Services firms run. 


